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Integration with respect to a trace 
By 
MICHAEL LEINERT 
J. Dixmier [4] and I. Segal [14) started noncommutative integration. If one is inter­
ested in the abstract lJ' spaces (obtained by completion), one finds many of the known 
facts already in [4]. Segal [14] defined concrete IJ spaces, the elements thereof being 
certain unbounded operators. His work was continued by Kunze [8] and Stinespring 
[15]. Nelson in his elegant paper [12] considered the abstract lJ' spaces and then in­
jected them into the unbounded operators. We prefer to work with the unbounded 
operators themselves, thus following Segal. The upper integral which we use makes 
things fairly easy. After the properties of the upper integral have been established, al­
most all the rest works by easy standard proofs or even commutative proofs (i.e. proofs 
which one uses in ordinary measure theory) plus some facts from complex interpolation. 
This note grew out of an attempt to see whether the approach of [9] works in the 
noncommutative case. The reader who is not interested in details of proofs may prefer 
to read the outline given in [10]. The general case of integration with respect to a weight 
is treated in [11]. 
In Section 1 we consider the space M of all (strongly) measurable operators. We use 
Segal's definition of measurability with "algebraically finite" replaced by "of finite 
trace". M is identical with the image of fü in [12], Theorem 4. In Section 2 we define 
the upper integral ip, show that it is a countably additive integral on M + and prove 
a Beppo Levi Theorem. In Section 3 we define IJ'. The classical arguments used to show 
that L1 is a normed linear space work in our context, too. As a consequence of the 
Beppo Levi Theorem we have completeness of L1 and the Monotone Convergence 
Theorem. We continue with Egoroff's Theorem, Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence 
Theorem, and the duality (L1)* = 12!. This duality is now a Radon-Nikodym result 
(a benefit of the fact that we work in the concrete situation of unbounded operators). In 
Section 4 we show that the set IJ coincides with the complex interpolation space 




Section 5 contains two alternative formulations of the upper integral leading to a 
stronger variant of our approach and some remarks on convergence of measurable 
operators in measure, a.e., and almost uniformly. 
I wish to thank Michael Cowling for discussions and for introducing me to inter­
polation spaces. 
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Let H be a Hilbert space, Ta linear operator on H, bounded or not. By D(T), N (T), R(T) 
we denote the domain of definition, the null space, and the range of T, respectively. If T is clos­
able, T denotes its closure. Let m be a von Neumann algebra on H, m + its positive part, lll' its 
commutant. A linear operator T is called affiliated with l!C (in symbols: T ~ l!C), if TU = UT 
for all unitary U E l!C'. This equality includes domains, of course, so in particular it is required 
that UD(T) = D(T) for all unitary U E l!C', or equivalently UD(T) c D(T) for all unitary 
U E l!C'. Let cp = w + -+ (0, oo] be a trace, i.e. a functional satisfying 
def 
(i) cp(AA) = Ä cp (A) for Ä � 0, A E l!C.,. (with O · oo = 0)
(ii) cp(A + B) = cp (A) + cp(B) for A,B E w + 
(iii) cp(A*A) = cp(AA*) for A E l!C. 
For BE w+ and a partial isometry u E ilI one has by (iii)
(0.1) cp(uBu*) = cp(B112 u*uB 112) � cp(B)
since B112 u*uB112 � I  u*u II B � B.
We suppose the trace cp to be faithful, i.e. cp (A) = 0 implies A = 0, semifinite, i.e. 
cp (A) = sup { cp (B) 1 BE l!C +, B � A, cp (B) < oo}, and normal, i.e. for any increasing net { T"} in 
w
+ with Tµ ? TE w
+ in the weak operator topology, one has cp(T")? cp(T). The normality condi­
tion may be restated as follows: 
(0.2) For TE m+ and any increasing net {T
µ
} in m:+ with lim(Tµx I x) � (Tx I x)
for all x E H, one has lim cp (T
µ
) � cp (T) (the limits being possibly infinite). 
This condition clearly implies normality. lt is equivalent to normality, because for every normal 
trace cp there is a family of vectors {xJ,ei in H such that cp(T) = I: (Tx,!x.) (see [5], p. 85). 
iEl 
The word "projection" always means "orthogonal projection ". For projections Pn E ilI with 
L Pn = 1 weakly, one has I: A 112 Pn A 112 = A weakly, so by normality and (iii) we obtain 
(0.3) cp(A) = L cp(A l/2 p.Al/2) = L cp(p.Ap.). 
1f S is a linear subspace of H, Ps denotes the projection onto the closure S of S. ff r, s are 
projections, r n s and r u s denote P,H r»H and P,H+sH respectively. If T is a closed densely de­
fined linear operator, it has a polar decomposition T = u I TI where u is a partial isometry with 
u*u = fä(T)"' uu* = PR(T) ' and I Tl= (T*T)
112 is positive selfadjoint. One has T* = 1 Tl u* and
1 T* 1 = u I TI u*. If T ~ l!C, then u E l!C and the spectral projections of I TI are in l!C. Applying (iii) to 
u*u we have 
(0.4) cp(pN(r1J = cp(pR(nl-
lf q1 , q2 Eill are projections, letting T=q2(1-q 1) in (0.4) we obtain cp(q1 uq2 -q1)= 
cp(q2 - q1 n q2), hence 
(0.5) cp (q1 U q2) � cp(q 1) + cp(q2)-
An equality A = u I AI will usually mean that the right-hand side is the polar decomposition of A. 
oc 
An equality A = f ). de). will usually mean that the right-hand side is the spectral representa-o b 
tion of the positive self-adjoint operator A. An integral J will mean the integral over the half-open 
interval [a, b). a 
A m o t i v a t i n  g r e m a r k. For a positive self-adjoint operator T ~ fil define the 
upper integral cp (T) by 
(0.6) cp(T) = inf {� cp(A") 1 An E m:
+ , �An � T} 
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where L A
n
� T means L (A
n
x I x) � (Tx I x) for all x E D(T). If q;(T) < oo, then the 
1 1 
domain D(T) is "big" or more precisely cp-dense in the sense of (1.1). (We show this in 
Section 5.) In particular, the intersection of two (or even countably many) such domains 
is still dense in the Hilbert space H, and the corresponding operators are necessarily 
measurable in the sense of Segal. Furthermore, if in (0.6) we change the definition by 
asking for L A
n
� Ton a "big" subspace only, call the result cp(T) say, then ip(T) = 
q; (T) (see Section 5) and the formula for cp is easier to work with than that for q;. These 
facts have determined the way in which things are exposed below. 
1. Strongly measurable operators.
(1.1) De fi n i t i o n. A subspace S of H is called cp-dense, if for every 8 > 0 there is 
a projection p E fil with p H c S and cp (p  .L) < s. We say that a property holds almost 
everywhere (a.e.) on H, if it holds on a cp-dense subspace. 
Re m a r k. If lll is L 00 of a finite measure space (X, B, µ) and T, T,, ~ fil are unbounded oper­
ators defined by multiplication with the measurable functions t, tn we ha ve: T;::;; 0 a.e. on H if and 
only if t ;::;; 0 a.e. on X.
If tn --> t a.e. on X, then T,,---> T (strongly) a.e. on H. If T,,--> T a.e. on H, then tn,---> t a.e. on X
for a suitable subsequence {tn,} (see (3.7)). 
(1.2) Re m a rk. The intersection of countably many ,p-dense subspaces is ,p-dense, because 
,p((n p;) -1) � I: ,p(p/) which follows from (n p;)-1 = u p/ and the inequality ,p(u qJ � L ,p(q;). 
(This last inequality follows from (0.5) by induction and normality.) 
(1.3) De fi n i t i o n .  Let N be the set of all densely defined closed operators T affil­
iated to fil. If TE N has cp-dense domain, T is called strongly measurable. The set of all 
strongly measurable operators is denoted by M.
For TE N, if Sc D(T) is a closed subspace, Tp8 is bounded by the Closed Graph Theorem. 
If A, BE M coincide on a ,p-dense subspace of H, one has A = B (see (12], p. 110 for a short 
proof of this). 
(1.4) Lemma. ff BE M and D is a ,p-dense subspace of H, the inverse image B- 1 (D) is ,p-dense.
Pr o o f. Let r,sE'll be projections with rHcD, ,p(r -1)<s, sHcD(B), ,p(s -1)<s. Let q be 
the projection onto the inverse image of rH under Bs, that is q = PN(r"Bs)· By (0.4) we have 
,p(q _1)=rp(pR<r"Bs))�rp(r
_1)<s. Now (snq)HcB-1(D) by construction, and rp((snq) -1)=
rp(s -1 u q -1) < 2s. So B-1(D) is ,p-dense.
(1.5) Proposition. If A,BEM, then A*, A + B, ABEM. With these operations (the 
latter two being called strong sum and strong product) M is a *-algebra. 
Pro o f. a) If A=ulA/EM, we have IA IEM since D(IAl)=D(A). By (1.4) A*=IAlu* is 
q:,-densely defined. Being an adjoint, A * is closed. 
b) Let A,B EM. Since A and B are ,p-densely defined, so is A + B. Since A*,B*E M (by a))
A* + B* is ,p-densely defined, too. In particular, (A + B)*::, A* + B* is densely defined, so A + B 
is closable. 
c) For A,BEM, AB is ,p-densely defined by (1.4). The same applies to B*A*, so (AB)* =:, B*A*
is densely defined, hence AB is closable. 
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d) Using the fact that an operator is affiliated with fil if and only if its graph is invariant under
the operators U EB U for unitary U E fil', it is routine to check that A*, A + B, AB are affiliated 
with fil. That M is a *-algebra with these operations, follows from the remark before (1.4). For 
instance to prove A + B + C = A + B + C it is sufficient to notice that D(A) n D(B) n D(C) is 
qi-dense. 
In the sequel we shall often omit closure bars on operators in order to simplify 
notation. 
The section just finished corresponds to part of Section 2 in [14], working with 
modified definitions. The definition of strong measurability may be considered as im­
plicit in [12], as M is the image of fil: in [12], Theorem 4. 
2. Upper integral qi. For TE N + (i.e. T positive self-adjoint and affiliated to fil) we
define
00 00 
Here I: An� T a.e. means I: (Anx I x) � (Tx I x) for all x in a <p-dense subspace of H,
l l 
where the infinite sum may take the value oo. Since inf0 = oo, we have qj(T) = oo if
T<$.M. 
(2.1) Proposition. qj = (f) an I.U+ .
Pr o o f. Clearly ip�qi on w+ , so we have to show ip�qi. Let AEfil + and A,Efil T with 
I: A, s A a.e. Then there is a projection p E fil with I: A, � A on pH and qi(p J.) < r,. By (0.3) 
we have 
qi(A) = qi(pAp) + qi(p J. Ap J.) � qi(pAp) + II A II qi(p J.J 
and by (0.2) since I: pA,p s pAp: 
� 't,qi(pA,p) + IIAII · 8 
� I: qi(A;) + II A 11 · 8 by (0.1). 
So qi(A) � I: qi(A;), hence qi(A) � ip(A). 
(2.2) Proposition. F or S, T, T,, E M +, <p satisf ies
(i) Si T a.e. implies qj(S) i qj(T) (Isotony) 
(ii) qj (Ä T) = ),_ <p (T) for ). � 0 (Positive homogeneity)00 
( 
00 \ 
(iii) If T = L Tn weakly a.e. i.e. (Tx I y) = L (T,,x I y)for all x, y in a <p-dense subspace)ll 00 1 then qj(T) = L cp(T,,) (Countable additivity).
l In particular cp is positive linear an M +.
Pr o o f .  (i) and (ii) are ciear. We prove (iii) in two steps. 
ro cc k 
a) First suppose T=I: T,, weakly a.e. with T,,Efil+ . Clearly ip(T) �I:qi(T,,). But also TsI: Tn 
a.e., so qi(T) � ip ( ¼ T,,) = qi ( t Tn) = f qi(Tn). Hence ip(T) � � �(Tn), so equality hold:.
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00 
b) Now Jet T = I: T,, weakly a.e., with T,, EM + _ Choose T...k E w + such that T,, = I: T,,_k weakly 
1 k 
a.e. for each n. By a) we have ip(T) = I: <p(T,,.k) = L ip(T,,) .
00 
n,k n 
(2.3) Corollary. For T = f Je de;J= M + and p � 1 we have 
0 
00 
ip(TP) = f )_P dq;(e;.). 
0 
n 
Pr o of. Taking T,. = J Ä.P de1_ we obtain from the last Proposition 
n-1 
n ao 
ip(TP) = L cp(T,,) = L f }cP dcp(e1_) = f }cP d<p(e;_).
n-1 0 
The following is a noncommutative Beppo Levi Theorem:
(2.4) Theorem. Let T; EM+ with L ip (7;) < oo. There is TE M + such that L T; con­
verges weakly a.e. to T, and we have ip(T) = L ip(7;).
Pr o of. Let A;kEfil + with T;=I;A;k weakly on D(T;). Let D0 = {xEHII:(A;kxlx)=
k i,k 
I: II A;f2 x II 2 < oo}. Cle;gly, D0 is a linear subspace and V D0 c D0 for unitary V E \!!', so the
projection p of H onto D0 is in fil. Since I: (A;kx I x) = oo outside D0 , we have for n E lN 
np J.;:;; I: A;k 
hence n<p(p 1.);:;; I: <p(A;k) < oo, 
so <p(p 1.) = 0, that is: D0 is dense. The form I: A;k on D0 is closed (easy to check), so there is a 
self-adjoint positive operator T on D c D0 with T = I: A;k weakly on D (see e.g. (13], p. 278). 
We have T ~ fil, so TE N, and assuming for the moment that D = D(T) is cp-dense, we have by 
(2.2) ip(T) = I: cp(A;k) = I: ip(T;). Clearly, T = I: T; weakly on the cp-dense space ( 0 D(T;)) n D.
It remains to show that D is cp-dense. If T = J .Je de ,1 and t > 0, we have e,H c D = D (T) and 
te/;:;; Ton D. Since Dis a core for the form I: A;k on D0 we have te/;:;; I: AH on D0 . Outside D0 
this last inequality holds, too, the form on the right being oo there. So te/;:;; I: A;k a.e. (in fact: 
everywhere on H) which implies 
tcp(e/);:;; I: <p(A;d < oo. 
Thus we have cp(e/) < E fort sufficiently large. Hence Dis cp-dense. 
(2.5) Proposition. F or TE M + and BE 21 we have 
if;(B*TB) � I Bll 2 if;(T).
Pr o of. Let A;Efil + with I:A;�T a.e. By (1.4), we have I;B*A;B�B*TB a.e., hence 
ip(B* TB);:;; I: cp(B* Aß)= I: <p(A{12 BB* A;112);:;; II B II 2 I: cp(A;). So q;(B* TB);:;; II B 11 2 ip(T).
3. The Banach space L 1 and the normed sets L v. F or 1 � p < oo we define
IJ' = {TE MI ip(I TIP)< oo} and II T II P = ip(I TIP) 11P for TE IJ'.
If I Tl = f Ade;_, then II T II P = (f }c
P dip(e,J) 11P by (2.3).
(3.1) Proposition. I.J is *-invariant and II T* II P = II T II r 
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Pr o of. For TE M we have IT* IP= u I Tl Pu*, so by (2.5) qi( I  T* IP) 2 qi( I TIP). Replacing T by 
T*, the assertion follows. 
Let us note the special case p = 2 of this proposition: 
(3.2) ijJ(TT*)=ijJ(T*T) for TEL2. 
To show that L1 is a normed linear space and L2 is an inner product space, the clas­
sical arguments work for unbounded operators, too: 
Applying qi to the ineq ualities 
(A + B)* (A + B) � 2(A* A + B* B) a.e. for A,B E L2 
and 
(AB)* (AB) 2 II A II 2 B* B a.e. for A E fil, BE L2 
we see that L2 is a left fil-module and 
(3.3) IIABll 2� IIAII IIBllz. 
{r ) 
Since L2 is *•invariant, it is a two-sided fil-module. So K = f A/' B; 1 A;, B; E L: J is a two-
sided fil-module. Since T = u IT l t;z · i Tl t;z we have L1 c K. Conversely, if T =LA;' B; E K ", 
k k 1 
then T2l:(A;B;+B:"A;)2L'.(A;+B;)*(A;+B;) a.e., so TEL1. For arbitrary T=u lTIEK 
1 1 
we have IT 1 = u* TE K + c L1, hence TE L1. So K = L1. lt follows that L1 is linearly generated 
by (L1t and we may extend q; to a linear functional on L1 denoted again by q;. By (3.2) and 
polarization we obtain qi (ST*) = <p (T* S), hence 
(3.4) qi(ST) = q;(TS) for S, TE L2• 
Using T = u I Tl 112 1 Tl 112 and applying (3.4) twice we see that (3.4) also holds for SE lll, TE L1 . 
We have q;(T*) = q;(T) since ip is positive on (L1t. So (S I T) = ijJ(T*S) is an inner product on 
L2 . For SE lll and T = u IT I E L1 we have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
lifJ(ST)I = l<jJ(Su I Tl112 1 Tl 112)1 
2 II S u I T) 112 11 2 111 Tl 112 11 2 
2 I Sull ll TJ 112 11� by (3.3) 
2 11 S 11 iß (1 T 1). 
This together with ijJ(u*T) = ijJ(I Tl) shows that 
I  T I I  1 = sup { <jJ(S T) 1 SE lll, 11 S II 2 1}. 
So the map T1--> <jJ ( · T) is linear isometric from L1 to the dual of \ll, in particular II 11 1 satisfies 
X h 
the triangle inequality. If II Tll1= 0 and ITl=S1,de;, then O=J Ad<P(e;}sJÄd<P(e,)= 
cp G }. de,), so ! A de, = 0 since <P is faithful, hence I T 1 = 0, i.e. T = 0. T
0
hus L1 is a n�rmed linear 
space. 
Re m a r k. Another proof that L1 is a normed linear space can be obtained as follows: 
(i) For AEM, A=vlAI, one has 4Re A�(1+v)IAl(1+v)* a.e., which follows from
0 � (1 - v) IA I (1 - v)* by adding 4 Re A = 2(A + A*) = 2(v IAI + IAI v*) on both sides.
(ii) For CE \ll, BE M one has II CB 11 1 2 II C II I  B 11 1- This follows from B*C* CB 2 II C 11 2 B* B
a.e. and the fact that the square root is operator a.e.-monotone, so I C B 1 � II C I BI a.e.
(iii) For S, TE L1 one has S + T= u IS + Tl, hence
1 S + T 1 = u* S + u* T = Re u* S + Re u* T 
2 ¼(1 + v) ju*SI (1 + v)* + ¼(1 + w) Ju*TI (1 + w)* a.e. by (i). 
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Applying ip and using (2.5) we obtain 
II S + T 11 1 :;;; II u* S 11 1 + II u* T 11 1 :;;; il S 11 1 + II T 11 1 by (ii). 
This remark has been inspired by [1], Section 2. 
(3.5) Theorem. L1 is complete. 
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Pr o o f. It suffices to show that '[ II T,, 11 1 < ro implies convergence of '[ T,, in L1 . Decompos­
ing into positive parts and applying Theorem (2.4) we obtain the desired result. 
For completeness we include the main convergence theorems. Readers who want to 
get to IJ' quickly, should skip to 3.9 or Section 4. 
(3.6) Monotone Convergence Theorem. Let { T,.} be a sequence in L1 with T,, + 1 � T,. 
00 
on n D(4) and suppose sup <j5(T,,) < oo. Then there is TE L1 such that T,. ➔ T weakly 
1 n 
a.e. and T,. -> T in L1 . 
Pro o f. We have Sn = T,, + 1 - T,,;?; 0 a.e. and this readily implies Sn E (L1 i + . Applying Theo-
11- 1 
rem (2.4) to { S;} we obtain that T,, = T1 + L S; converges weakly a.e. to some T = T1 + S, and 
I' et) 11 00 
1 
II T- T,, 111 = li; S; \ = � ip (S;)--+ 0 for n-> oo.
The following theorem can probably be reduced to Theorem 4.13, p. 85 in [17], but 
for the reader's convenience we include a direct proof. 
(3.7) Egoroff's Theorem. Let T, T,. EM with T,. ➔ T strongly a.e. and /et q E W be a 
projection with cp (q) < oo. Then there is a subsequence { T,,J which converges to T "al­
most uniformly on q H ", i.e. for every ,; > 0 there is a projection p E fil with p � q, 
cp(q - p) < s and such that T,.; ➔ T in the uniform norm an pH. 
Pr o o f. a) Let S" = T - T
n
. We first show that, given n
0 E N and t > 0, there is n' > n0 and a 
projection p E fil such that p:;;; q, cp(q - p) < t and the uniform norm of Sn , on pH is less than t. 
(i) Since D = {x EH I S"x-> O} is cp-dense by assumption, there is a projection r E fil with
r H c D, cp(r .L) < 1/. The projection q' = q n r satisfies q' H c D, q':;;; q and cp (q - q') :;;; cp (r J.) < 11
(since q - q n r ~ q ur - r:;;; r.L). So, replacing q by q', we may assume qH c D. Looking at the 
(actually bounded) operators Snq and replacing them by their absolute value, we may assume that 
Sn is positive and maps qH into itself, that qH =H and therefore cp is finite. 
(ii) If Sn = f ). de1, n and t > 0 consider the projections e,,n- Since Snx-> 0 we have e,,nx-> x
for x EH. This implies cp(e,, n)-+ cp(1) (as the convergence need not be monotone, one uses 
cp(A) = '[ (Ax; j xJ for this), Since cp is finite, it follows cp(e/n) ➔ 0 for n-> oo. So there is n' > n0 
with Cf)(;,\,) < t. Now
00
n' and p = e,. ,,, are as required. 
b) Let t; > 0 with '[ t; < oo. Choose an increasing sequence n; and projections P; such that n;,
1 
P; are as in· a) for t = t; and n0 = n;- 1. We assert that T,,,-> T almost uniformly on q H. Let00 00 00 
e > 0. There is k E lN such that Lt;< F,, Let p = n P;- We have p:;;; q, cp(q - p):;;; '[ t; < E. For
k k k 
i;?; k we have p;;; P;, hence II Sn,x II :;;; t; II x II for x E pH. Ast;-> 0 for i--+ oo the theorem is proved. 
One might think that in the above theorem the conclusion should hold for the full sequence 
{T,,} (like in the classical Egoroff Theorem for functions), but this is erroneous. Even in the com­
mutative case the conclusion does not hold for the full sequence. We see this from the following 
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Exa m p l e .  Let H = L2(0, 1), 121 = L00(0, 1) (we identify functions with the multiplication oper-
1 
ators defined by them) and cp (f) = J f (x) dx for f E 121+ . Let t" E 121 be the characteristic functions 
of the intervals (O,½), (½, 1), (0,1), (½,½), (½, 1), (O,¼) .... For g E L2(0, 1) we have t„g ;/ 2 ➔ 0, so 
tn -> 0 strongly (everywhere) on L2(0, 1). Clearly tn does not converge almost uniformly on 
L2(0, 1) to O (we even have: t"-> 0 almost uniformly on pH implies p = 0). 
(3.8) Dominated Convergence Theorem. Let T, T,, EM with T,,--> T strongly a.e. and
suppose there is A E (L1 t with I T - T,, I � A a.e. Then T,, --> T in L1. 
Pr o o f .  lt suffices to prove the assertion for a subsequence of {T.}. Let {Tn,} be as in Egoroff's 
Theorem. Let e > 0 and A = f }, de1 •• Choose t > s > 0 such that the projection e = e, - es satis-
fies q;i(Ae .L) < e. For s' = � and q = e !et p be as in Egoroff's Theorem. Since 1 = p + (e - p) + e .L 
we have t 
q;i (1 T - T,., 1) = q;i (1 T - T,., [ p) + q;i ([ T - T,., [ ( e - p)) + q;i ([ T - T,., [ e .L). 
The first term on the right-hand side equals q;i(p IT- T,., 1 p) and so can be estimated by cp(p) 
times the uniform norm of T- T,., on pH, hence is < s for i > i0 . The second term can be esti-
mated by q;i(A(e - p)), hence is ;;:; II Ae II cp(e - p);;:; t · i = s. The third term is less than 
q;i (A e .L) < e. So II T - T,., li 1 < 3 e for i > i0 , which proves the theorem. 
The reader will have noticed that the proof comes from standard measure theory. 
By standard arguments again we obtain 
(3.9) Theorem. The map B f--> <p ( · B) is an isometric isomorphism from L1 onto the
predual lll* of lll, the space of all ultraweakly continuous linear functionals on lll.
def 
Pr o o f .  As we have already shown before (3.5), the map B1-+fB = q;i( · B) is an isometric iso-
morphism from L1 onto a linear subspace S of the dual �*. Since L1 is complete, S is closed. To 
show that the functionals f8 are ultraweakly continuous it suffices to consider BE L1 n 121+ (in 
which case f8 is positive, since q;i(AB) = cp (B112 AB 112);:,; 0 for A E 121 +) and to prove normality 
for f
8
• If Aµ ? A in \!!
+ weakly then B112 AµB
1I2? B 112 AB 1I2 weakly, so cp(AµB)? cp(AB), 
hence f
8 
is normal. This shows Sc 121*. To obtain S = \!!*, by Hahn-Banach it suffices to find 
for a given 0 * A E 121 some BE L1 such that f8(A) * 0. Let p E \!! be a projection with ).p;;:; 1 A 1 
for some A > 0 and 0 < cp(p) < c:tJ and take B = pu* (where A = u IA[). Then q;i(BA) =
ip(p [ Al)= cp(p [Alp);:,; ),rp(p) > 0. This proves the theorem. 
Let us note that Theorem (3.9) also is a Radon-Nikodym result. The isomorphism 
f8 f--> B from lll* onto L1 assigns to each functional in lll* its Radon-Nikodym derivative 
with respect to <p.
4. Identification of LP as interpolation space. For the reader's convenience we men­
tion some facts from complex interpolation theory. 
Let the Banach spaces A0 and A 1 be compatible, i.e. there is a Hausdorff topological linear 
space X in which A0 and A1 are continuously embedded. The algebraic sum I: = I: (A0 , A 1) = 
A
0 + A 1 is a Banach space with the norm 
II G 11 :,; = inf { II G0 L0 + II G 1 li A, 1 G0 E A0 , G 1 E A i , G = ao + a 1} • 
The inclusion of I: into X is continuous. Let F = F(A0 , A 1) be the space of all functions f with 
values in I: which for II III: are continuous and bounded on the strip S = { z E <C 1 0  ;;:; Re z ;;:; 1} 
and holomorphic in the interior O < Re z < 1, and such that the functions t 1----+ f (k + it ), k = 0, 1 
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are continuous and bounded from IR to Ak (some authors include the condition that these bound­ary functions vanish at infinity. The interpolation spaces to be constructed are identical in bothcases). F is a Banach space when equipped with the norm 
llf ll = max{sup l f(it) II Ao ' sup llf(l + it)!IAJ·
tElR tER 
For O < () < 1, the complex interpolation space (A0 , A1)9 is defined to be the space { a EI: I a =f (8) for some f E F} with the norm II a II (O) = inf { li f 111 a = f (()) ,f E F}. It is a Banach space andII a II <e> � II a so the inclusion into I: and hence the inclusion into X are continuous. 
We want to apply this to A0 = 12( and A 1 = L1. The space X oontaining them is Mwith the topology of convergence in measure, i.e. the topology having the following
sets N(e) as a neighbourhood basis at 0: N(e)={TEMlthere is a projection pEll(
with pH c D(T), II Tpll < e, and <p(p1.) < e}.
The inclusion \11 c M is clearly continuous. So is the inclusion lJ c M for every p � 1 *): lf IITll�<B1+p and ITl=fJcde1_, we have IITe,lf�a and sP e/�ITIP, so eP ,p(e/)�qj(I TIP)< e1+P , hence ,p(e/) < e. So TE N(e). The space M is Hausdorff: if TE N (e) for all s > 0 one has T = 0 a.e., hence T = 0. 
1 Let us now identify IJ' as (12(, L1 )8 where 0 = - . The proof of the following theoremp is almost the classical one for functions (see [2]).
( 4.1) Theorem. IJ' = (12(, L1 h with equal norms. 1 n particular, lJ is a linear space,p II P is a norm, and IJ' is complete under II II v· b Pr o o f. a) Let A = u I AI E IJ and suppose first that I A I has a spectral representation J ), de;_
a with O < a < b < oo. Then the function f: z 1--> u I AI pz is in F(\11, L1) (this is no prob lern since allnorms are calculated on the space [a,b) with the measur') d,p(e;.)). If we assume II All P= 1, we
obtain I! f ll = 1. Then A = JG) E (fil, L1)¼ and II A ll(f) � 1 = II A llp •If A = u 1 AI E L! is arbitrary, we can "cut" A into pieces An of the above form such that
il 
A -t An II P---> 0 and i II An II P < ro. By the above, the series I: An converges absolutely in(�I,L1).i,_. To see that the limit is the same as in L!, namely A, it suffices to recall that convergence
p in If' as weil as convergence in (\11, L1h implies convergence in M.
p b) Let q be the conjugate index of p. Let A E (fil,J}) .!. c I: (fil, L1). Then in particular A EM.
If A = u I A 1, then because of the fact that every nonzero projection r E fil dominates a projec­tion s E \11 with O < <p(s) < ro, the norm II All P (be it finite or infinite) can be obtained as the
k limit of expressions qj (B I A 1) where B has II B II q = 1 and is of the form I: a; P; with a; > 0 and
P; pairwise orthogonal projections in \11 commuting with I A 1 and such that <p (Pt) < eo. If B is
such, !et g(z) = Bq(l-zlu* = ( t a)'(l-z) p) u* which is bounded and continuous from the strip
*) For p > 1, at this point we don't know yet that IJ is a linear space. So by "continuousinclusion" we mean: If T, T,, E lJ and II T T,, II P ---> 0, then T - T,, ---> 0 in measure. 
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0 � Re z � 1 to ( L1 n fil, II :l 1 + II !I) and holomorphic in the interior O < Re z < 1. Let now
f E F (fil, L1) with f G) = A and 11 f II < II A II(½) + s. The function
h(z) = (g(z), f (z)) = q:i(g(z)f(z))
is bounded and continuous on the strip and holomorphic in the interior. On the iine Re z = 0we have lh(z)J�llg(z)ll 1 l1f(z)ll�IIBq<1 - 2lJJ 1 llfll=llfll, on the line Rez=1 we have 
1 h(z)I � II g(z) II II f (z) il 1 � 1 · II f 11- So by the three lines theorem we obtain for z = � 
Hence II A II P � II A II
(-!.) which concludes the proof.
p 
Re m a r k . Michael Cowling pointed out to me that the complex method of inter­
polation can be modified, by allowing the functions f (z) to be weakly continuous only 
in S, and norm continuous on just one boundary line. The interpolation space which 
arises in this way is the same as in the classical construction. Using this modified 
interpolation method, which is described in detail in [16], one can avoid the "cutting 
into pieces" in a) of the above proof. 
The rest is an easy consequence of well-known facts from complex interpolation: 
(4.2) Corollary. (i) I3 is a Hilben space. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
IJ' is reflexive for 1 < p < CIJ. 
1 1 
(IJ')* = Lq where - + - = 1. 
p q 
Pr o o f. (i) Being an interpolation space, L2 is a Banach space, and we have already seen thatits norm comes from an inner product. 
(ii) This is obtained by interpolation between L1 and L2, and between L2 and fil, using that L2 is reflexive (see [3], 2.12). def (iii) Is true for 1 � p � 2 by interpolation since (L1)* = fil = L00 and (L2)* = L1 (see [2], Coroi­lary 4.5.2). Since 1J is reflexive by (ii), the result holds for 2 � p < oo, too. 
5. Remarks.
a) Alternative description of the upper integral and a stronger variant of our approach.
For TE N .,. let </j(T) = inf {� <p(An ) 1 An E m+ , f An � Ton D(T)}.
We want to show that </j(T) < oo implies that D(T) is <p-dense, and that ip = q:i on N + . This isdone in several steps, (5.1) to (5.5). 
(5.1) ip = <p on fil + 
Pr o o f. Clearly rp � <p on fil +. The reverse inequality follows from
00 OJ (5.2) A, A, E fil + , LA,� A = L <p(A,) � <p(A)1 1 
which is a special case of (0.2).
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(5.3) Proposition. Let TE N +, A; E '21 + for natural i, and /et {Pn} be a sequence of projections in 
fil with L, Pn = 1 weak[y, PnH c D(T), and L, A;;;;; T an PnH for every n. Then ip(T) � L qi(A;). 
c.c m 
Pr o o f .  If T= J Ade,, !et T
m
= J Ade,. Since T= I; T
m 
on D(T), we have ip(T);;,. I; qi(Tm). 
0 m-1 
k oo k 
lt thus suffices to show I, <p(Tm) � L qi(A;) for every k. Let A = L, Tm. Since A � T �LA; on 
1 1 1 
PnH for every n, we obtain using (0.3) and (5.2) qi(A) = L qi(pn APn) � L L <p(pn Ai Pn) = L qi(A;). 
n n i i 
(5.4) Proposition. Let TE N + with rp(T) < CIJ. Then D(T) is qi-dense. 
<X) 
Pr o o f .  Let T=f).de;. and Jet s>O. Let A;Efil + with T�I,A, on D(T) and 
0 
I, <p(A;) < rp(T) + 1. For t > 0 we have te,1-� T � I, A; on D(T). Define projections Pn by 
p 1 = ei , Pn = e" - en -l for n > 1. Applying (5.3) with t · e,1- in place of T there, we obtain
rp(T) + 1 
qi(t · e/) = ip(t · e,1-) � I, qi(A;) < ip(T) + 1. Hence qi(e/) � t 
< s for t !arge enough. 
Since e,H c D(T), this shows that D(T) is qi-dense. 
(5.5) ip(T)=rp(T) for TEN + . 
Pr o o f .  (i) Suppose rp(T) < OCJ. By (5.4) an inequality I, An � Ton D(T) is an inequality on a 
qi-dense space, so rp ( T) � q5 ( T).
00 
(ii) Suppose ip(T) < w, T = f Ä. de,. Let A; E w + with T ;;;_ I, A; on a qi-dense subspace
0 
D c D(T) of H. There are projections P
n 
E fil with P
n
H c D and I, P
n 
= 1 weakly. By (5.3) we 
have rp(T) ;;,_ I, qi(A;). Hence ip(T) � ip(T). 
There is another description of ip: 
Call a subspace D of H fil-dense, if there is a sequence of projections P
n 
E 'i!I with P
n
H c D 
and I, Pn = 1 weakly. For example, the domain D(T) of any TE N is fil-dense. (Use spectral 
projections of I TI for P
n 
.) If for TE N + we define 
cp(T) = inf {f qi(An) 1 An E 'i!I + , �An � Ton an fil-dense subspace of D(T)}, 
then the proof of (5.5) shows that ip(T) = cp(T). 
Despite the equality ip = q5 = cp on N +, there is an essential difference: ip (T) < ro presupposes 
that T is defined a.e. (i.e. it presupposes that TE M) whereas this fact is a consequence of rp (T) < ro 
or cp(T) < ro (asjust seen above). Because of this, our approach to integration with qj or cp instead 
of ip would be stronger (in many places above it suffices to assume TE N rather than TE M). On 
the other hand such an approach would cause more work in Section 2. 
b) Convergence of measurable operators.
If {T,,} is a sequence in M which is Cauchy in measure, there is a subsequence {T,,J converg­
ing almost uniformly on H to some TE M (after a reduction to the self-adjoint case the proof is 
roughly the same as for functions). Since almost uniform convergence on H implies convergence in 
measure and strong convergence a.e. we have (like in the classical case of functions): 
(i) M with the topology of convergence in measure is complete.
(ii) If T,, -> Tin measure, there is a subsequence { T,,J with T,,, -+ T strongly a.e.
If qi is finite, in (ii) we may exchange "in measure" and "strongly a.e." by each other because of
Egoroff's Theorem. If cp is infinite, like in the classical case of functions one easily constructs 
examples with T,, ➔ T strongly a.e. but such that no subsequence of {T,,} converges to Tin mea­
sure. 
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